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My role: MSc AI coordinator

To answer questions and give advice about your degree as a whole:
• degree structure;
• timings;
• how your degree class (distinction, merit, pass) will be determined;
• advice (and decisions) on lateness of CW, etc.;
• a large pile of other issues. . .
• . . . and general advice about the MSc and your time here.

As a rule: if you have a question which isn’t obviously for someone else,
just ask me.

The MSc AI noticeboard has lots of information about your degree.

The noticeboard also links to even more information you will find useful.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/course-admin/noticeboards/mai/


How to get in touch with me

If you have a question or a problem I can help with:
• use the general MSc AI edstem board—

I monitor this closely and try to reply quickly;
it helps other people who might have the same question;
another student might know the answer or be able to give
advice.

• email me, on robert.craven@imperial.ac.uk;
• send me a message on Teams;
• make an appointment—

I don’t have ‘office hours’, but this is because I’m happy to
meet at most times;

• drop in to Huxley 306—I’m often around!

https://edstem.org/us/courses/29476/discussion/
mailto:robert.craven@imperial.ac.uk


Degree structure: components

The degree has eleven bits.
• Ten ‘taught’ modules:

Five compulsory:
– Introduction to Machine Learning
– Introduction to Symbolic AI
– Python Programming
– MSc AI Software Engineering and Group Project
– Ethics, Privacy, AI in Society

Five others, chosen by you (‘selective’ or ‘optional’):
– Choose at most one ‘optional’.

• Individual project

(For the list of modules, see here, low down the page. Module names link
to pages about them.)

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70050/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70051/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70053/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70048/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70052/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/pg-info/mai/


Degree structure: term-by-term

Autumn term (October–December):
• Three compulsory modules:

Introduction to Machine Learning
Introduction to Symbolic AI
Python Programming

• Some free-choice modules—normally, two.
• Examinations for all these modules, except Python.
• Preliminaries on the Group Project (within the Software Engineering

module:
introductory talk (November 14th, 3pm);
group formation and project selection (by November 28th);
initial meeting with supervisors (before end of term).

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70050/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70051/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70053/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70053/
https://wiki.imperial.ac.uk/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=docteaching&title=MSc+AI+Group+Projects
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70048/


Degree structure: term-by-term

Spring term (January–March):
• Week 1:

Python test;
extra-curricular C++ short course.

• Compulsory modules:
SE lectures for the Group Projects, work on the project itself;
Most of the Ethics module.

• Remaining free-choice modules.
• Examinations for modules this term. (Not the Group Project or

Ethics.)
• Individual project:

introductory talk (early January);
project selection (end of January).

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/COMPM0578/
https://wiki.imperial.ac.uk/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=docteaching&title=MSc+AI+Group+Projects
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70052/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70048/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70052/


Degree structure: term-by-term

Summer term and after (April–September):
• Group project deadline and presentations.
• Finish off the Ethics module (inc. in-class test).
• Individual project—deadline and presentations in early September.

And then. . . the end!

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70052/


Choosing modules (1)

Is it possible to take modules not for credit?

If the module is an option on the MSc in AI (see the list here):

this is straightforward: subscribe at level 2 and you will get access
to all lectures, tutorials—as well as be able to submit coursework
and get graded for it.

If the module is not an option on the MSc in AI:
this may be possible, but you should email the lecturers for the
module. (Find them by searching for the module on teachdb.)

As noted, attendance in person might be limited—ask the module
lecturer.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/pg-info/mai/
https://teachdb.doc.ic.ac.uk/


Choosing modules (2)

How necessary is Mathematics for Machine Learning?

Decide for yourself. Material in it is presupposed by:
Deep Learning
Machine Learning for Imaging
Natural Language Processing
Probabilistic Inference

Each of these modules presupposes slightly different portions of the
material—with Probabilistic Inference using the most.

If you’re not familiar with the material in chapters 6–10 of the book,
Mathematics for Machine Learning, and want to do one of the modules
listed, you might need to take the MML module.

My advice—check with the module lecturers.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70015/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70010/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70014/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70016/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70019/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70019/
https://mml-book.github.io/book/mml-book.pdf


Choosing modules (3)

What’s the difference between:
Robotics
Robot Learning ?

Briefly:
• Robotics is an introduction to mobile robotics. Topics include

sensing, localisation, robot movement.
No pre-requisites (beyond those for the MSc AI, and Python).

• Robot Learning involves the application of ML to the control of
robotic bodies.

Part of it is advanced material on reinforcement learning—so
you should be familiar with the content of Reinforcement
Learning. (Though the latter is not a ‘formal’ pre-requisite.)
You do not need to have taken Robotics, though it might help
to some degree.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/60019/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70067/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/60019/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70067/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70028/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70028/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/60019/


Choosing modules (4)

What’s the difference between:
Computer Vision
Machine Learning for Imaging ?

Briefly:
• Computer Vision is an introduction to computer vision in general.

Topics include image representations, edge detection, with a small
amount of machine learning, for classification tasks.

• Machine Learning for Imaging, as the name suggests, concentrates
on ML in image processing, and also looks in particular at
applications in medical image analysis and object detection.

A small amount of the content of Computer Vision is
presupposed in one bit of the module.
MSc AI students have often taken Machine Learning for
Imaging without having done first the other module—and done
very well!

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70058/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70014/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70058/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70014/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70058/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70014/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/courses/70014/


Subscribing to modules (1)

You’re already subscribed (at level 3) to all your compulsory modules.

Subscription levels:

0: No interest in the module.
1: On the mailing list for the module. (Pointless.)
2: Submit coursework for the module (and have it marked).
3: Take module for credit (counts towards degree); take any exams

associated.

If you’re not subscribed at level 3 for a module, it won’t contribute to
your degree—even if you’ve already submitted coursework for it.

Register at level 2 now for modules you want to take this term.

This will help us with room arrangements, and will give you access to the
materials for the module in good time.



Subscribing to modules (2)

Credit registration (for level 3) typically opens at the start of November.
There are then two deadlines:

• mid-November;
• mid-February.

By each deadline you do a full set of level-3 subscriptions.

Before the February deadline—after term 1 exam results—you can
change your mind and make changes to your subscriptions.

Subscription is at https://infosys.doc.ic.ac.uk/internalreg/.

Pay attention to clashing modules. If two modules have lectures
timetabled at the same time, then their exams will be at the same
time—you can’t do both.

https://infosys.doc.ic.ac.uk/internalreg/


Subscribing to modules (3)
Subscription looks like this:



Degree regulations (1)

These are the rules for whether you pass, and with merit or distinction.
The official document is on the MSc AI Noticeboard.

To pass the MSc:

1. an average of at least 50% on the 10 taught courses;
2. normally, at least 50% on each of the 10 taught courses (some

marks in the range 40–49 may be ‘condoned’, at the discretion of
the Board of Examiners, but no mark below 40% is acceptable);

3. at least 50% on the individual project.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/current-students/course-admin/noticeboards/mai/


Degree regulations (2)

To pass with distinction:

1. pass the MSc;
2. an average of at least 70% on the 10 taught courses;
3. at least 70% on the individual project.

To pass with merit:

1. pass the MSc (but without distinction);
2. an average of at least 60% on the 10 taught courses;
3. at least 60% on the individual project.



Introduction to DoC Systems

At your earliest convenience this week, and as soon as it appears, you
should complete the (non-credit) Introduction to DoC Systems
module.

To find out what to do:

i. Log in to Scientia.
ii. Go to the Introduction to DoC Systems module
iii. Download the tutorial spec and follow the instructions.

You ought already to have been sent various guides on how to use DoC
systems. (If not, have a word with me.!)

https://scientia.doc.ic.ac.uk/
https://scientia.doc.ic.ac.uk/2223/modules/COMPM0101/materials


Working together (1)

Working with each other is important:
• you learn from each other;
• it keeps motivation and ambition up;
• makes the degree more fun;
• useful for the group project.

I encourage you to be pro-active in meeting people from the MSc in AI



Working together (2)

Some ways of being social I’d love to see:
• WhatsApp/facebook groups, for your cohort and for other MScs,

etc. (There’s a WhatsApp group already—get in touch with Victrix!)
• Personal tutor meetings! (First at 12pm, Tuesday 4th,

probably—though if you’re with me it’s 1pm.) Find your tutor on
your teachdb entry: they should be in touch.

• Regular meetings for the entire cohort to get together, online and
in-person.

Also:
• MSc AI Social, 4:30pm today, Huxley 341. Pizza, food, and

drinks will be served!

https://teachdb.doc.ic.ac.uk/


MSc AI parenting scheme

Some of the more informal advice in this talk is a partial distillation of
feedback from last year’s cohort.

They’re eager to help you out even more.

The MSc AI parenting scheme semi-formalizes this. So far, 26/42 of you
have signed up.

There are still a few more places available—the queue for them is FIFO.

Email me—robert.craven@imperial.ac.uk—if you want to take part!

mailto:robert.craven@imperial.ac.uk


Applications of Computing in Industry

Technical presentations by companies, extra-curricular, designed to show
how what you’re learning is applied in current industrial practice.

See the list of talks. (Some are outside AI/ML.)

A good opportunity to chat to people from industry and broaden your
network.

The first, this Wednesday at 1pm, in Huxley 308, is from InstaDeep.

The speaker, Andy Wang, is an MSc AI graduate—and is eager to chat
to current MSc AI students. (InstaDeep have employed at least three
MSc AI graduates, and are growing. . . )

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/industry/aci/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/computing/industry/aci/2022-23/instadeep/
https://www.instadeep.com/


General advice (1)

The pace and intensity over the term varies considerably.

Sometimes you will have more than one assessed coursework
due—sometimes large ones—at the same time. It can heap up.

• consolidate the lecture material early, rather than waiting until a
later point in the term;

• don’t focus on ‘large’ pieces of coursework exclusively, to the
detriment of ‘small’—since

often the difference in the marks involved is not enormous;
lack of organisation is not a reason for coursework deadline
extensions.

• many pieces of assessed CW are due at 7pm, but some are not!
(Always double-check the submission deadline!)



General advice (2)

Your cohort has a diversity of academic and career backgrounds.

This is a strength: you’ll learn from each other, and bring different skills
to bear in your collaborative work.

You may find that others know a bit moe than you at the
outset—particularly in the non-bespoke modules, where you sit beside
other degrees.

This will level out gradually, and is not a cause for concern.

It is absolutely fine to know nothing about AI or CS at the beginning of
the degree. (The MSc AI is a ‘conversion’ degree and teaches from
scratch.)



Thank you. Questions?


